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Start Studying with Concentration in 7 Minutes


Mind Machine is an electronic device used by over 10,000 people to study better without distractions of social media.

Just put on the headphone and glasses and wait for 7 minutes and then start studying with sharp concentration.
Students use it for success in exams such as IITJEE, NEET, CA, UPSC, CAT, SSC, Bank, and others.














3 Common Challenges that
Even Smart Students Face


	Do you find that there is too much of course material, but not enough time to finish everything and also do revision?
	Do you feel you cannot remember a topic a month (or even a just a week) after learning it?
	Even though you have joined coaching classes, you are not yet sure of success.
If so, do you want to find new & unique ways to be more sure of success?














How Students Benefit from Mind Machine

	You'll start studying with concentration in 7 minutes without distractions (by changing your brainwaves like people do after 10 or 20 years of mediation).
	You'll study better, study longer, feel motivated and remember more during the exams.
	You'll build empowering beliefs, reduce limiting beliefs, and be more confint of your success.




Proof from a Ph.D. Scholar in Taiwan

Proof that Mind Machine Increases Alpha, Delta, and High Beta Brainwaves

Recently, Yi-hsiu Liu of Taiwan (a Ph.D. student in the Physics department at National Taiwan University) ordered our Mind Machine. He loved it and took it to a lab to do brainwave studies (EEG). 

Below are his brainwave pictures showing how the ALEM1 program changed his brainwaves. Notice how the frequencies of 4Hz (Delta), 8Hz and 9Hz (Alpha), and 20Hz (High Beta) have a greater amplitude (power) after using the mind machine.
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Your browser does not support the video tag.



He distributes our mind machines in Taiwan. Above is his video in the Taiwanese language.

















2 New Dangerous Trends Why Many Smart Students Fail


Dangerous Trend   1  

Social Media is Reducing Concentration

Now social media and smartphones are reducing our concentration, which makes it so much harder to study for most students.

Those who can concentrate have a huge advantage in the competitive exams.

Dangerous Trend   2  

Competition is Getting Harder
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In most tough competitive exams, out of every 10,000 who appear in the exams, only 20 to 200 get
success.

In other words, out of every 100,000, as many as 99,000 to 99,800 fail in the competitive exams in India.

Once any student understands this fact about "coaching", they try their best to find other ways to get an unfair advantage.













WARNING
Unfortunately, The Old Traditional Methods Do not Work Well Any More

	Watching videos on YouTube wastes a lot of time just to get some good information.
	Reading multiple books and notes only slows you down and you cannot finish the full syllabus.
	Sleeping less so you can study longer ends up in disaster because you don't remember what you do learn.
	Apps on mobile give you much less return for the time invested.


What works the best is joining coaching along with using the best mind power tools and study techniques, so you study and learn more in less time and remember more in exams giving you higher marks and more success.


Why Students Use My Mind Machine?

Because Coaching Alone is Not Enough for Success and Using the Mind Mahine is Easy and Works in Just 7 Minutes

Using a mind machine for exams/studies is like using a motorcycle in a race where others are riding cycles.

We like to think that a cycle is like "joining coaching" and mind machine is like "riding a motorcycle".

So, the mind machine gives such an unfair advantage.

Plus, it works automatically in just 7 minutes without needing willpower or determination.
All you have to do is put on headphones and eyeglasses, and run a program.

Just imagine if you can let the mind machine do it for you in just 7 minutes.

The good news is that you don't have to decide today. As you'll read below, you can get it for 7 day trial and decide based on your experience of using it for 7 days.

Is that fair?














The Missing Piece That Makes All the Difference

For success in extremely tough competitive exams, you have to work hard to learn all the course material.

Everybody tries to do so, but there is too much to study and not enough time.

Smartphones and social media have created a new challenge: most students find it hard to concentrate because of distractions from social media and smartphones. This is changing the game of success.

So, the missing link is: To minimize the damage of social media, how to find tools/techniques that can help to study more in less time with concentration and remember more for exams.

The Mind Machine is a powerful solution to this problem. As you'll see below, mind machines have been proven to work by PhD research as well as by nearly 10,000 users.












Introducing Mind Machine

Get Sharper Concentration in 7 Minutes

(by Changing Brainwaves Easily)

Mind Machine is your ultimate tool to help you study with sharper focus in a relaxed way. It will change your studies with shaper concentration, better memory, and deeper relaxation.

All is takes is using it for as little as just 7 minutes before you start studying first time each day.

Mind machines are becoming popular because of these 3 reasons:

	The technology changes your brainwaves instantly to give you sharper concentration without spending years to learn meditation and other methods.
	It works in just 7 minutes of use, so you can spend your time learning your subjects.
	It requires no effort from your side, making it super easy to use.


Here is what newspapers say
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DNA Ahmedabad Reported How Students are Using 
Mind Machines for Memory
(for better exam results)
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Newspaper reports how mind machines are helping students overcome exam phobia

 













What is a Mind Machine
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Mind Machine = 
Hardware + Programs

The Mind Machine is not a book or course but an electronic device.

It consists of hardware and programs.







It Helps You to Study
All Subjects and for All Exams

It has been helping thousands of students do exactly so for various exams
including
IAS, UPSC, IIM, IIT, NEET, SSC, Bank, State PSC, 10th and 12th Board, Defence, NTSE, BITSAT, KVPY, Olympiads, GATE,
and even certifications for various professions.

It helps you study every subject including General Studies, English, History, Maths,
Physics, and all other subjects.

As a student, you'll study with sharper concentration. So you'll remember more in less time and finally get more marks and higher rank in your exams.

As a working person in a job or business, you'll reduce stress and find comfort/peace with stress-buster and meditation
programs.














Mind Machine Works in 2 Ways

	It changes your brainwaves in just 7 minutes so you enter the "learning state", giving you sharper concentration. It works instantly without you practicing methods for years. So you can study better and remember more in less time.
	It programs your subconscious mind to build positive
empowering beliefs and overcome negative, limiting beliefs, so you can make faster progress towards your goals.



It works easily and automatically without needing willpower or determination.

All you have to do is put on headphones and eyeglasses, and run a program, and in 7 minutes, your brainwaves changes and

It Works in 7 Minutes By Automatically Changing Your Brainwaves and Beliefs

Scientists have been able to isolate the brainwaves
of geniuses, monks, and yogis, and then were able to create certain technology
(which
we'll discuss in a second) that allows anybody--no matter how good you already
are--to be able to use this technology and have your brainwaves assume
patterns that make learning easy because you are in a state, where you learn quickly and retain better.

All it takes is 7 minutes to use the new Mind Machine.

You can get the details of the 7 mind technologies used in the mind machine. 

1.
Changes Your Brainwaves in 7 Minutes (So, You Enter the "Learning State")

[image: brainwaves.jpg]


First, it changes your brain waves in 7 minutes to those best
for learning, so your body and mind enter a special state of alertness and deep relaxation that is just right for learning.
We call it the "learning state."


In this state, the brain waves on the right side and the left side of your brain tend to move
up and down together (called "hemispheric synchronization" or "integration of left brain and
right brain").


2.
Programming Your Subconscious Mind:
Two Stories to Build Positive &
Empowering Beliefs and Overcome
Limiting Beliefs

This is different than anything else you have ever heard before.

You hear a different story in each ear. 

These stories are for just 7 to 12 minutes and have
powerful beneficial messages as part of the stories.

Our mind tries to understand both stories but soon gives up. 

And at that moment, you feel tremendous relaxation and the spoken messages from the stories reach your
subconscious
mind
and
change your
beliefs. 

This is the most powerful method of belief change because it is so easy to use. 












World's Only Mind Mchine Designed Just for Studies and Exams to Help Students in India

Many mind machines are available in the USA (see www.Amazon.com). They are all designed for stress and brainwave research, and not for students or exams.

Our mind machine is the only one designed for learning and exams to helps students. It could have happened only in India because the exams are so extremely important and there is so much competition.

Mind machine is our most powerful creation and I am known for mind machine and for a book (now free at www.mindpowerindia.com/mpst.php)

Only an Indian could have created both the products for the Indians.

Several thousands of our mind machines are in
use, making them the largest selling mind machine in the world for students.

How We Developed the Mind Machine

[image: Raj Bapna photo]
Hello: My name is Raj Bapna. I was born in Udaipur, Rajasthan.

For years, I got good marks but nothing great up to class 10th which caused me to worry a lot
about my
future:
studies and career.

Then just one year later, I got 5th rank in the
Rajasthan
Board, NTSE
(NCERT)
scholarship, and IITJEE 1102 rank, and as a result, studied at BITS and IIT, joined Intel in
California...
and
finally returned to India to help students get more success.

I believe that you can become the best that you are capable of.
And, my mission in life is to
help you achieve that goal.

When I used a mind machine in the "Whole Life Expo" in Los Angeles in 1988, it was a very
powerful
experience. I
felt so
relaxed and things appeared clear. It felt like I was thinking better.
So, when I returned to India to help students, I purchased a mind machine and brought it
with
me.

We spent over 2 years designing our first mind machine just for students.
Our first version was developed during 1992-93 by a Ph.D. student at IIT Delhi, who later did
important
work
for
Silicon Graphics (a computer company in California).

We designed it for rough use and to last many, many years without any problem.

If we develop any new programs for the mind machine, they will all be available free to all
mind
machine
owners via
download.














Scientifically PROVEN Effective and SAFE

What Dr. Rudresh Vyas Says. 
He Did a Ph.D. on Our Mind Machine ...

Dr. Vyas became interested in our mind machine when he saw a professor of psychology using it
for
his
wife
who
was
suffering a lot of pain due to cancer, and to his surprise, she got much pain relief. That's
when
Dr. Vyas
decided to
do a Ph.D. to see if the mind machine could help students to get more marks in exams.
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 "Mind machines are new for our country but in Western countries, such
machines
have
been in use for more than 60 years mainly to improve academic and sports
performance ... The device has been developed with the help of light and
sound. 


     They actually stimulate various parts of the brain and change the pattern
of brainwaves in a jiffy.


     Through this process, the device can bring your mind
to a level that can only be attained by practicing yoga and meditation which
takes a long time."

     The
title of my Ph. D. thesis was "The effects of electromagnetic waves and
rhythmic sound on learning behaviour".

     I conducted comprehensive research using Mind
Machine covering subjects like Neurology, Brain Chemistry, Physiology, and
Psychology.

     Students were divided into two groups, a Control
group, and
an
Experiment group. The experiment group was offered 60 sessions of Mind
Machine.

     My conclusion from my Ph. D. research is that Mind Machine is useful for the improvement in academic performance...


     For my research, I was awarded Ph. D. in 2005 from
Sardar Patel University, V.V. Nagar, Anand."

-- Dr. Rudresh Vyas, Dean of Psychology Department 
at MTB Arts College,
Surat.
In an
interview
in DNA.

Proven: 2 Ph.D. Were Done on Our Mind Machine

 Our mind machine was recommended by a Department of Psychology after 7
years
of
research by
5 Ph.D. scholars with 120 students"

	2 Ph.D. were done on the effects and results of our mind machine by 

(1) Dr. Poonam Dhaka at MLS University, Udaipur (Rajasthan) and

(2) Dr. Rudresh Vyas at MTB Arts College, Surat (Gujarat).

	5 Ph.D. scholars at MLS University, Udaipur (Raj) have researched and used the mind
machine
with
120
students, and only then, after 7 years of research and practical experience, the Head of
the
Department
of
Psychology highly recommended it.

	The university research scientifically proved that with our mind machine, students improve
their
scores in
learning, get more marks and improve creativity



Highly Recommended by the Head of the Dept of Psychology Only After 7
Years of Research by 5 Ph.D. Scholars with 120 Students Proved it Effective and Safe

Only after it was proven effective and safe in 7 years of research by 5 Ph.D.
scholars with 120 students did the
Head of the Department of Psychology recommended it:

  
"This is to certify that we have been using Raj Bapna's
mind machines ... since
1998 for experiment and research in our department.

     I first started with
guiding
my
research student Ms. Poonam Dhaka to study the effects of
these mind machines ... involving 120 students and this research led to the award of a Ph.D. in the year 2000
and
the thesis is titled:
An Experimental Study of Mind Power Techniques among
Teenagers in Relation to Certain Psychological
Variables ...

     ... Based on our use,
research
and
experience with these mind machines ...,
we highly recommend use of Raj
Bapna's mind machines ... for anyone including schools, colleges, coaching
classes, libraries, teachers, and individual students and
executives."

-- Dr. Vijaya Laxmi Chouhan, MA,
Ph.D., Head, Dept of Psychology

Mohanlal Sukhadia University

Below is the complete 2-page certificate by the head of
the Dept of Psychology.
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Not for Everybody

It is not for those undergoing treatment with a psychiatrist or psychologist.

It is also not for students up to class 8th.

But, if your family or you can afford it, then it is a powerful tool to help study with sharper concentration, remember more in less time, and do your best in exams. 

It is for You If You are

	Student in class 9 to college and preparing for exams.
	Working person who needs to take exams for promotion or higher salary as
part of the software, managerial, banking, and defense jobs.
	Person who wants help with stress. Our Stress Buster program which is for adults including business owners and men/women who don't work or are retired (modern life has a lot of stress).
	Religious gurus, monks, and normal people interested in spiritual growth. Includes meditation programs.















WHAT YOU GET ...

Mind Machine Silver Package


Discount Price:
Rs 14,500


The package has all the hardware

and all the ALEM programs
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You get everything described below including all the hardware and a pen drive containing
all
the
5 mind machine programs of ALEM.

Just copy these mp3 files from the pen drive to your mobile phone or PC.

You get all the hardware, 5 ALEM programs, and 6 meditation programs for your mobile.

All Hardware

Includes the Mind Machine CPU, Brain Booster Mind Glasses, 2 Stereo Cables, 6
Alkaline Pencil Cells, and Pen Drive Pre-Loaded with the Mind Machine Programs.

If you don't have WIRED stereo headphones, you can order on Amazon.
You can use on-ear or in-ear headphones. Here are some links:
Koss - Philips -
Sony - Logitech


5 ALEM (Accelerated Learning and Exam Mastery) Programs


If you are a student preparing for an important exam, ALEM is the single most important
set
of 5
mind machine programs. 


You get these 5 ALEM programs. 

	
2 Programs: ALEM201 and ALEM202 (74 minutes each).

Use them when you start studying or continue
studying. The goal is to put you or keep you in the Learning State.

	
3 Programs: ALEM203, ALEM204, and ALEM205 (29 minutes each).

Use them when you go to sleep at night.
The goal is to program your subconscious mind with positive beliefs and to
eliminate negative beliefs, so you can enter the learning state quickly, easily, or for exam mastery.




Start with ALEM201. When you start studying, use the Mind Glasses, and then after about
7
minutes when the lights in the Mind Glasses stop, remove the Mind Glasses but continue
to
use
the Headphone for as long as you want. When this program ends, remove your Headphone and
continue
studying without the Mind Glasses, or use ALEM202 again and again. 


How to Use It for Mind Programming When Going to Sleep for Accelerated Learning and Exam
Mastery. 


For the first 2 months, use it when you go to sleep at night. After 2 months, you
can
use
them as often as you like. 


Subconscious Mind Programming to Enter the Learning State (ALEM203 and ALEM 204) 


Both help your body and mind to learn to enter the Learning State. They build empowering
beliefs
and overcome limiting beliefs, so you can concentrate better, study for longer periods,
learn
faster, remember more and achieve a breakthrough in your learning to get maximum
success. 


Try each Program for 3 days, and then use the one you like the best.


Subconscious Mind Programming for Exam Mastery (ALEM205) 


If exam anxiety/nervousness is a big problem for you, ALEM205 is very important for you
because
it helps you get the most out of your hard work during exam hours.
It builds empowering beliefs and overcomes limiting beliefs, so you can take exams with
speed,
accuracy, and confidence, and without stress or nervousness as well as avoid silly
mistakes.













Wait... You Also Get These Bonuses ...



Plus, You Also Get

Bonus #1


Stress-Buster (5 Mind Machine Programs)

It is a very detailed step-by-step program. It will help with overcoming stress even if
nothing
else has worked in the past.


This package is for everyone including executives, business owners, doctors, engineers,
parents,
and others in the family who are not students.

Expect wonderful benefits of relaxation, deep sleep, peak performance, and healing.


You get these 5 Programs.



	Stress Buster #1 - Voice, Nature, and Music (59 minutes)
	Stress Buster #2 - Nature and Music (59 minutes)
	Stress Buster #3 - Nature and Music (59 minutes)
	Stress Buster #4 - Pure Nature (59 minutes)
	Stress Buster #5 - Pure Nature (59 minutes)



Price Rs 1,370





Plus, You Also Get

Bonus #2


8 Meditation Programs for the Mind Machine:

 3 Alpha Programs +

 3 Theta Programs +

 2 Delta Programs


These 8 powerful meditation programs are for your family members now. You can use them
later
when
you are in a job or business.


Alpha Meditation has the following 3 Programs, each 29 minutes long.


Use it for 1-3 months.


Alpha-1: Beginner's Meditation.

This program is to help your body and mind learn to relax and begin to meditate easily
with
alpha
brain waves.


Use the Alpha-1 program for 2 months. Use it at least once daily when you go to sleep
at
night.
You can also use this during day time. Out of the total of 29 min, 13 min has my voice
offering
gentle suggestions for making breakthrough improvements in your experience of relaxation
and
meditation.



	Alpha-2: Alpha Ganzfield Meditation (29 min)
	Alpha-3: Alpha Ganzfield Meditation (29 min)



Theta Meditation


You get the following 3 Programs.



	Theta-1: Theta Meditation with DAPS (29 min)
	Theta-2: Theta Ganzfield Meditation (29 min)
	Theta-3: Theta Ganzfield Meditation (29 min)




Delta Meditation Deepest Meditation for Advanced Meditators only.

You get the following 2 Programs.



	Delta-1: Delta Meditation and Deep Sleep with DAPS (29 min)
	Delta-2: Delta Ganzfield Meditation and Deep Sleep (29 min)



While Delta-1 Program is with DAPS, Delta-2 Program is without DAPS and
provides
Ganzfield.


Delta meditation is deeper than both theta and alpha. 

Price Rs 1,750





Plus, You Also Get

Awake and Energize Program

This amazing program changes your brainwaves so you feel awake
and
energized to take on the challenges and do what needs to be done.

It is so powerful that the program is for 5 minutes only.

Price Rs 990














There are 2 Types of People in this World

First, those who are closed-minded and judge something before they enen try it.

Second, those who are open-minded and willing to try something new and then decide based on their own experience.

If you feel the mind machine may be right for you, just imagine how sharper concentration will give you an unfair advantage in exams and help you get more success in life.

Lifelong Benefits for You and Your Family

The mind machine is built to benefit you and your family for years and years.


Stress-Buster and meditations are for others in your family.
Later, after you are in a job or business, these programs will also become useful for you.
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Guarantee of Sharper Concentration, Better Memory, and Reduced Stress

You will study with sharper concentration and remember more of what you learn in 7 days OR get a 100% refund.


Use it for 7 days, and you will study with sharper concentration and fewer distractions. You'll
remember better.
You'll also sleep better,
and you'll feel more confident. If not, simply post the complete
package in its
original packing by Speed Post or good a courier,
and on receiving the parcel (it will take some days to reach us, and that is ok), we
refund 100% of
your purchase price back to the same card or account.

No questions asked. What could be more fair?


A refund is not available outside India because of high postage charges and complex
laws
regarding foreign currencies.















Is the Mind Machine for You

	You are preparing for a highly competitive exam and it is very very important for you and your family that you get success.
	You are ambitious and you have already joined local or online coaching classes and working hard to study with the best course material and teachers.
	You are doing well and may get success even without coaching or my mind tools,
but because you realize that only a small percentage of aspirants get success,
you are looking for new ways to achieve maximum success and get ahead of others.




Discount Price and How to Order
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